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Motivations and Contributions
Number of leaves is a key phenotyping trait
Plants have a dynamic and complex structure that
challenges humans and state-of-the-art methods
We present a deep learning method to predict leaf
count as direct regression problem
We exploit information available in diﬀerent plant
datasets while training the model on plant images only
st
Our method achieved the 1 position in the CVPPP
2017 leaf counting challenge

Eﬀect of Pooling more Data
Visualization of network learning when trained on all (Ac)
versus just one dataset (A2) using a sliding window.
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The Deep Leaf Counter Using Resnet 50 [H]

We modiﬁed the ResNet, replacing the top layers with two FC layers
and a single neuron with ReLU activation
We perfomed tests to assess model training on one or more datasets.
Combining datasets from diﬀerent sources and species improves results
more than just using aﬃne data augmentation techniques.
We split the training dataset four times with these proportions: 50% training,
25% validation and testing to emulate challenge ratios.
The challenge results were obtained using an ensemble of four models fused
by averaging their predictions.

CVPPP 2018 Challenge Results

Conclusions
Conclusions
Outperformed state-of-the-art results, using less
supervision (e.g. no plant mask)
Pooling data from diﬀerent sources and setups helped
to reduce overﬁtting
The most discriminative features are focused in the
plant region, as more training samples are given
Averaging from diﬀerent trained models reduces
variance
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